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* NOTE - All pads should be installed before placing netting on goal. This provides for the easiest
possible pad installation. If goal is already finished, additional pads still may be installed. Installation
order is still recommended.
1. If installing the complete hockey goal pad set, (base fender pad, diagonal center bar pad, top shelf pad,
and heavy duty base skirt), start Installation with the base fender pad. Align base pad evenly along base
(A. through D.) about 6 inches away from each post. Securely tie middle of base pad at middle of base (A.) where
base meets diagonal bar. Lace base pad out to posts using overhand knots. Tie base pad securely at base (D.).
Do one side, then the other.
2. Next, install the center bar pad, also known as the diagonal pad. Align center bar pad so it is evenly
placed on goal’s diagonal bar (B. through A.). Securely tie center bar pad where diagonal bar meets top shelf (B.).
Next, lace center pad down diagonal bar to base (A.), using overhand knots. Tie securely where diagonal meets
base (A.).
3. Next, install the top shelf pad. Align top shelf pad evenly along the goal’s top shelf (B. through C.). Fasten
middle of top shelf pad securely where top shelf meets diagonal bar (B.). Next, lace top shelf pad out to face of
goal (C.), using overhand knots. Securely tie top shelf pad where top shelf meets backside of crossbar (C.). Do
one side, then the other.
4. Although the top shelf water bottle pad is not part of the complete hockey goal pad set, installation of this
pad would be next. Align top shelf water bottle pad evenly along top center bar; in between back of crossbar
and front of top shelf (B. through center C.). Securely tie top shelf water bottle pad where top center bar meets
back of crossbar (center C.). Next, start lacing top shelf water bottle pad toward top shelf (B.), using overhand
knots. Securely tie where top center bar meets front of top shelf (B.).
5. Since the heavy duty skirt laces onto the goal’s netting, the net must be placed on goal next. Please refer to
“Directions for Installing Netting,” specified to your goal.
6. After lacing on your goal’s netting, the heavy duty skirt can be installed. First, align heavy duty skirt
evenly between posts just above base (A. through D.) along netting. Tie bottom hole at middle of skirt securely
at diagonal bar (A.) onto net. Then, tie top hole at middle of skirt onto net. Next, start lacing bottom holes of skirt
out to posts, looping in and out of each hole attaching netting as you go along. Securely tie end of bottom holes
of skirt at post (D.), onto net. Do one side of bottom holes, then the other. Next, repeat process with top holes
of skirt.

